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Monthly "all you can eat" subscription services are now mainstream for music, movies, and TV. Will they be as popular for e-books as well?
Questions And Answers In Attitude
Introduction: The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic continues to challenge healthcare services worldwide. Healthcare workers (HCWs) are key to the continued effort to overcome the pandemic.
Knowledge, Attitude, and Practice Regarding COVID-19 Among Healthcare Workers in Primary Healthcare Centers in Dubai: A Cross-Sectional Survey, 2020
Tesla’s attitude toward the press has always seemed to me to be a little like the relationship that a Democratic White House expects to have with the news media. As a rule, of course, things are ...
Tesla has such a weird attitude toward the press
Research shows that government-controlled media is an effective tool for authoritarian regimes to shape public opinion. Does government-controlled media remain effective when it is required to support ...
How government-controlled media shifts policy attitudes through framing
Lack of knowledge among healthcare workers (HCWs) about infectious diseases leads to delayed diagnosis of new cases, spread of infection, and poor infection control practices. Therefore, HCWs based in ...
Knowledge, Attitude, and Practices Associated With COVID-19 Among Healthcare Workers in Hospitals: A Cross-Sectional Study in Saudi Arabia
The answer to these two questions is simple ... That may be true but it does indicate an attitude of not caring about details and only caring about the end result. When asked about wildlife ...
Letter: Questions on development
Epidemiologists warn that, as we let our masks and other guards down, we're helping fuel a new wave of novel coronavirus infections.
Public not yet changing attitudes with COVID-19 case counts rising
Efforts are underway to convince former Prime Minister Najib Mikati to accept his designation to form a new government, a well-informed source said, adding that the former premier was awaiting answers ...
Mikati Awaits Answers to 'Fundamental Questions' Before Accepting Designation
So much is left to the imagination and blind faith of Bears fans, it would appear, as the players report for camp and here are the questions completely unaddressed by the team.
These Bears Questions Beg for Answers
The answers were scored as "strongly ... if they had knowledge about the campaigns against HPV. These questions were scored in the same way as for attitude towards HPV vaccination, resulting ...
School Nurses' Attitudes and Experiences Regarding the Human Papillomavirus Vaccination Programme in Sweden
EU institutions and individual member states remain committed to the peaceful settlement of the Syrian conflict, but after 10 years the question of what to do next seems most pressing. Will the EU be ...
The EU and the Syrian conflict: A decade on, what comes next?
Why Attitude Matters In Marketing Communications ... You know when you’re not thinking deeply when you can’t answer the most basic of questions, like: • What makes a good customer?
Why B2B Marketers Should Make Time For Deep Thinking
For Catholics who prefer the ordinary form of the Mass, Bishop Tobin said they must consider if they treat Mass “with a total respect and reverence that the Mass deserves and demands.” ...
Latin Mass Restrictions Leave ‘A Lot of Unanswered Questions,’ Says Providence Bishop
Pharmacists’ thoroughness in providing ADT monitoring was calculated and defined by a composite score from 1 to 5 based upon their answers to 3 questions in a survey ... This included their attitude ...
Tip of the Week: Pharmacists’ Attitudes and Beliefs Are Important
The Resident' Season 5 is slated to be a big one, which hopefully means there will be time to answer these burning fan questions.
‘The Resident’: 3 Questions Fans Need Answered in Season 5
A group of GOP lawmakers was turned away from a Washington DC prison as they attempted to inspect the conditions of Capitol rioters in custody. Matt Gaetz and Marjorie Taylor Greene were among the ...
Matt Gaetz and Marjorie Taylor Greene accused of ‘trespassing’ at prison holding Capitol rioters
If you’re getting married, here are three key money questions each of you should ask and answer before the big ... history and general attitudes — your money scripts — with your partner ...
Three Money Questions You Should Ask Before Walking Down The Aisle
Openness by Simone Biles about mental health struggles — on the biggest stage in sports — is another step toward more positive discussions about athletes and the pressure they face.
Simone Biles’s Olympic withdrawal opens a new chapter on the discourse around athletes and their mental health
To answer these research questions, the authors conducted a phone ... the notion that the onset of the pandemic eroded democratic attitudes, even in an unstable context like Haiti.
Survey: Democratic attitudes can persist in countries with weak governance, even during pandemic
Instead, she chose to be appreciative of the answers ... has questions. Belt is also participating in a fourth clinical trial for an experimental drug treatment. This kind of proactive attitude ...
Laurels & lances: Attitude, delay and entertainment
Big Ten commissioner Kevin Warren is facing questions about name, image and likeness, a yet-to-be-formalized COVID policy and conference expansion.
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